
REDGUM HOTSPOT™ HEATED 
SLEEPING BAG XL
A Revolution in Comfort, Warmth and Reliability

Oztent’s Redgum Hotspot Heated Sleeping Bag XL is the world’s first non-electric heat adjustable 
sleeping bag.

Everyone’s sleeping needs are different, that is why we have created an extra-large sleeping bag that 
lets you adjust the warmth to your needs - free of complication or electricity.

Providing great sleep and a better camping experience.

Six HotSpot™ Pockets - Adjust your sleeping bag comfort level to suit yourself and your partner

Extra Large - Adult size (240 x 100cm)

Ripstop Cotton Canvas Outer Shell - No more being cold and wet when you touch the outside of your sleeping bag

Comfort Plus™ - The inner fabrics, the collar and side baffles, add to your comfort and a great night’s sleep

T-Therm™ Insulation – A moisture resistant matrix fibre filling that is renowned for body insulation and comfort

Simple Glide™ Zipper System – Combing anti-snag guards with auto-locking sliders and  
zipper glide technology for hassle-free operation

Zip Connect™ - All OZTENT designed sleeping bags allow you to join two 
sleeping bags together to give you a double width
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Materials

Outer Shell Material Ripstop cotton canvas

Fill 300gsm Bonded T-Therm™ polyester fibre

Inner Lining Cotton flannel

Zipper #8 auto lock zipper

HotSpot™ Pouches 3 supplied with sleeping bag

Dimensions

Packed Size 53 x 45 x 32cm 
20.8” x 17.7” x 12.6”

Product Size 240 x 100cm (including hood)
94.4” x 39.3” (including hood)

Hood Size 35cm
13.8”

Net Weight 3.9 kg
8.6lb

Temperature Range
+6°C / 43°F comfort
+1°C / 34°F lower limit
-13°C / 9°F extreme

Additional
Hanging Loops: 1x top, 2x bottom 
Left and right sided models: Yes
Left and Right sided models zip together: Yes

Warranty

Warranty Period 5 Years with product registration

SPECIFICATIONS

All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet 
are for illustration purposes only and actual items may vary in appearance. Precautions 
have been taken to assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or 
pictorial errors that are brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent updates. 
Product dimensions shown here are nominal and are provided for the convenience of our 
customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product changes from time to 
time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The designs and 
dimensions of the products listed on this sheet are correct at the date of last publication 
and are subject to change without notice.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Research Directed Design Employing aerospace sleep research our Redgum sleeping bag maximises outdoor 
sleep comfort by targeting six key points of active heating.

Temperature Normality The point where you no longer desire to be cooler or warmer.  During sleep it is most 
difficult to achieve and it changes for each person, in different stages of sleep. The 
HotSpot™ pouches not only add warmth to the sleeping bag but also evenly and 
gradually release heat - synchronising with the body’s tendency to heat up at bedtime 
and cool down overnight.

Tailored Temperature Adaptability This design means you can adjust the bag to achieve your optimal level of warmth and 
comfort to achieve the best sleep.

Over 500 Nights Of Electricity Free Warmth The HotSpot™ pouch has been tested for up to 500 uses.  Once you use it, simply 
throw in some boiling water to reset it and you’re right to go again.

Comfort on All Sides Informed by evidence-based science from sleep, ergonomics, and physiotherapy this 
large comfortable bag is padded in precisely the right spots to best support core 
muscle sections for back and side sleepers while also making it possible for you to roll 
over while inside the bag.

The Best in Fit Feel and Finish The extra-large size, ripstop cotton canvas shell, Comfort Plus™ inlays, T-Therm™ 
insulation, Zip Connect™ structure combined with an inner pocket and non-electric 
heat adjustability ensure that all you need to worry about while camping is enjoying 
the experience.

Patent Protected Because occasionally people try to replicate our ideas with inferior products, we 
protect them with various Intellectual Property Rights such as patents, registered 
designs, and trademarks – which apply to this sleeping.


